LEAN
AGRIBUSINESS

Three Day Training Course
Refine your operation to improve the
efficiency and profitability of your agribusiness.

WHAT IS LEAN?
Developed in Japan by Toyota after World War II, Lean is a
business management system designed to create more value
for customers while using resources more efficiently.
Lean focuses on improving the efficiency and effectiveness of
a business by systematically identifying and removing waste to
improve product and service delivery while reducing costs.
Over the last 40 years Lean has been successfully
implemented around the world in manufacturing, healthcare,
finance, government and service industries including John
Deere, Caterpillar, Nike and Kimberley-Clarke.

LEAN in AGRICULTURE
Did you know that every function within your agricultural
operation benefits from the application of Lean? Lean
is so much more than pack sheds and factories - when
systematically applied to an agribusiness, the principles, tools
and techniques of Lean can:

› Reduce waste across growing, processing, maintenance,
supply chain systems and finance.

› Improve product and service quality, customer satisfaction,
raw material flow, productivity and profitability.

AG LEAN LEADER
Agribusiness and Lean specialists, PSVC
Advisory and Productivity Improvers
have partnered to design and deliver a
three day Lean Leader course tailored
specifically for commercial agribusiness.
Facilitated by trainers with extensive
applied experience, participants
learn Lean principles through active
participation in the Elphinstone
Simulated Work Environment (SWE).
Extensive practical examples are also
used to show how Lean can be applied
to all parts of agricultural supply chains.
This unique and engaging program is
aimed at owners, leaders, managers
and staff working in commercial
agribusiness.

PROGRAM FACILITATORS
COURSE
OUTCOMES
During the three day program
participants will:
› Develop an understanding of
Lean principles.
› Be able to identify the nine
wastes in an agribusiness.
› Experience the application of
Lean tools and techniques while
working in the simulated work
environment.
› Understand the importance
of strategic and operational
function alignment within an
agribusiness.
By successfully completing
the training and assessments
provided by People Improvers
(RTO 45208) participants can
achieve accreditation for the
following competencies:
› MSS403011 Facilitate the
implementation of Competitive
Systems and Practices
› MSS403002 Ensure process
improvements are sustained
› MSS403024 Work within a
constrained process
These competencies also go
towards Recognition of Prior
Learning (RPL) for other related
courses.

Director of PSVC Advisory, Simon Drum specialises in improving
the market alignment, efficiency and profitability of vertically
integrated agribusinesses. With over 23 years of experience in
strategic, commercial and operational roles, Simon offers extensive
capability in applying lean principles to growing, production, food
manufacturing and supply chains for agribusiness.
Productivity Improvers Directors, Clynton Jaffray and Michael Bonney,
are Caterpillar trained and Certified Lean experts who have been
applying their expertise across manufacturing, mining, government,
education, finance and agriculture industries for over 20 years.

Located in Burnie
Tasmania, the
Elphinstone SWE is one of
only three Lean training
facilities of its kind in the
Southern Hemisphere
and the only one
located in Australia.
A hands on, simulated
work environment, the
SWE teaches participants
the principles of Lean by
putting Lean tools and
techniques into practice
for immediate application
to your agribusiness.

FAQ's

Who is the training suitable for?
Owners, leaders, managers and front line
supervisors working in any function within an
agribusiness.

Are there any prerequisites?
An open mind and willingness to learn.

How much does it cost?

Want more information?

Talk to us about charges that may apply to your
organisation.

Contact Us

Talk to us for information on the Ag Lean Leader
course schedule.

Email: info@productivityimprovers.com
Phone: Simon Drum 0407 567 250

When can I start?

